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Mobilisation of Special Response Vehicle SRV
Any request for the attendance of this vehicle should only be in response from call
from the Police via the Duty NILO.
If the SRV is to be mobilised by NWFC to location nominated by the Duty NILO.
There will be an immediate requiremenJ_fgr._NWFC to ensure that 2 pumps

L~:~:~:~9.~~:~:~:~:~:J are returned to station, both [_ __ .Q§ ___ _i plus pumps at L."~.-~.-9-$~.-~J and [~~~9.§J are
returned to station to prepare. These resources should not be sent to any other
incidents in the meantime.
The Duty NILO should be kept informed of the progress on returning these
resources to home station
Code named Action plans have been prepared for mobilisations and should be
used in discussion with the NILO.
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~--evenf"of"this.ve-hfole being mobilised it must have [.~-~-~-~-~-~-~Q$~.~-~-~-~-~J SRV
trained crew. This will be managed at station level and if the skills fall below this
level, the station will inform NWFC that the resource is no longer available. The
OIC will update NILO and Duty GM of the situation
All mobilisations of the SRV will be in conjunction with NILO
If the SRV is required to attend an incident all steps MUST be taken to have both
P1 and P2 returned to home station prior to mobilisation. Both pumps should not
be used for any other incident in the meantime
When mobilised, the crew from P1 will proceed on the SRV vehicle and P2 will
support on[·-·-·-05·-·-·1 If only one pump on the station at time of mobilisation, that
crew shoulcfproceed in the SRV.
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In the event of this vehicle being mobilised it must have L.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·9-.?.________________i SRV
trained crew. This will be managed at station level and if the skills fall below this
level, the station will inform NWFC that the resource is no longer available. The
OIC will update NILO and Duty GM of the situation
All mobilisations of the SRV will be in conjunction with NILO.
This vehicle is split crew with the L~~~~~~~~~~~Q~~-~~~~~~~~J
If the SRV is required to attend an incident all steps MUST be taken to have the

:·-a-~i-·! returned to station prior to mobilisation. The [·-os-·i should not be used for any
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other incident in the meantime
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